Module Handbook
Applied Hinduism
Modul Name
Modul Level
6 (Bachelor)
Abbreviation, if applicable AGH401
Sub-heading, if applicable Courses included in the
module, if applicable
Semester/term
4/2
Module coordinator(s)
Prof. Dr. Dewa Ketut Meles, drh.MS
Lecturer(s)
Prof. Dr. Dewa Ketut Meles, drh.MS
Language
Bahasa Indonesia and English
Classification within the
Compulsory/elective course
curriculum
Teaching format/class
2 class hour lecture (2 x 170 minutes lecture) x 14 weeks
hours per week during the
semester
Workload per semester
340 minutes lecture is divided into 100 minutes face to face
interaction, 100 minutes structured activities and 140 minutes
independent study
Credit points
2 (~3.02 ECTS)
Requirements
Learning
Students are able to understand the meanings of God; the
goals/competencies
only God who is Nirakara (impersonal) and Akara (personal),
Catur Marga Yoga (Four pathways to God), media, places
and the days to praise the Gods, conception about human,
and human dignity, sacret people and awatara and how to
actualize the etiquate and moral value in daily life, srada,
jnana, karma as a form of unity in yadnya, trihita karana and
social responsibilities, the essence of togetherness in
plurality in terms of living side by side with various faith, the
roles of Hindi in promoting wellbeing societies, political view
in Hindu, the roles of Hindu to formulating and upholding
law.
Content
Discussing about the Divine Conception (Brahma Widya), the
Catur Marga Yoga, the essence of being Hindi, etiquete and
moral value, science and technology from perspective of
Hindu, religious harmony, working society jagadhita, culture
as an experience of hindu teachings, politics according to the
hindu perspective, hinduism in the framework of upholding

Softskills attribute
Study/exam achievements
Forms of media
Literatures

Notes

justice
Honest, disciplined
Final exams (33.3%), midterm exam (22.2%), assignment
(16.7%) and quizzes (16.7%), soft skill (11.1%).
Computer, computer projector, white board, AULA
(Airlangga University e-Learning Application)
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